
 Test on Wednesday 2 14 24
75 minutes
in class

bring your own

writing implement
basic calculators allowed
no graphing calculators

you will almost

certainly not need one

thingf
want to know if

Fade

diverges or converges

c try to find some

gex with ga FA



for all x a

and show that

Igade converges
guides a

t.EE

Cii gCxkfCx for tea
and Igende diverges

Then fifeIde also diverge



Testified
6.1 6.2 6.3

Basi

Is Sketching functions

polynomials

sin cos tan

e luct F

finding zeros finding
where functions
intersect

I



standard equation
for the circle with
center at a b w

radius r

standardDerivatives Integrals

Éandintf
e In x eat polynoms
sin cos root functions
product quotient chain rules

don't need to know this

stuff for tan inverse trigfunction
hyperbolic trig

EÉsub
Idea chain rule in reverse



Look for integrals look like

fflgelg.ci
eag

ga U

pick u to be the ugly
part

for indef ints need to
sub back in for u at
the end

for def ints need to

charge bounds but no
substitution is req'd
after that

Eareabtwencures



compute the area between
He and g

x sometimes
other bounds

i e Ffa gC dx

need to find whereg
and

intersect lie f g
need to figure out which
function is larger

Beware of negative area



F x

ILIFF

naively compute

1 7glad

instead find a and compute

fG7g a ok get felde

Might need to switch variables

ssibility
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Volumes
F

cylinders



volume of this is
h area R

use this to approximate
and ultimately define volume
for more complex solids

MottiThink of area as

infinitesimal volume and
then add up all the
areas by an integral

Diskswashers

bout789



c solve for X i e write the
curve as x gly forsomeg
64T'iansof the

disk
area of the disk

is agly
add these upb

by figeyidy

Alternatively Rotate about
x axis

HER faffide



rotate
about some other line
altogether

it
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IEEE

unwrap
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97 Improper Integrals

Typefetting go to
or both

Etc
IFE de life Feldt

I IFE d FEIde fade

x



both need
to exist
for this
integralto conv

FIAT

b

a Fade leg fff de
t t
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fff defaffeld



Ciii fffldx f.IE fleldx

Eiffelde

Warning limits need not exist

you may not be told
that there is a

discontinuity


